Formal assessment of structural similarity is − next to protein structure prediction − arguably the most important unsolved problem in proteomics. In this paper we propose a similarity criterion based on commonalities between the proteins' hydrophobic cores. The hydrophobic core emerges as a result of conformational changes through which each residue reaches its intended position in the protein body. A quantitative criterion based on this phenomenon has been proposed in the framework of the CASP challenge. The structure of the hydrophobic core − including the placement and scope of any deviations from the idealized model − may indirectly point to areas of importance from the point of view of the protein's biological function. Our analysis focuses on an arbitrarily selected target from the CASP11 challenge. The proposed measure, while compliant with CASP criteria (70-80% correlation), involves certain adjustments which acknowledge the presence of factors other than simple spatial arrangement of solids.
Introduction
The CASP (Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction) project was launched in 1994, originally as a global forum dedicated to prediction of protein structures on the basis of amino acid residue sequences. The goal of the project is to coordinate global efforts leading to improvements in protein structure prediction. The project maintains a set of known (although confidential and accessible only to members of the organizing committee) protein sequences, which are periodically made available to participants via e-mail. Results comprising evaluation statistics along with evaluation of individual targets are published on the project portal at [1] .
Each participant is tasked with predicting the conformation of the input polypeptide chain (i.e. determine the spatial coordinates of each of its constituent atoms). The project operates in a biannual cycle, giving participants time to invent and develop structure prediction algorithms.
The CASP jury assesses the similarity of the models (structures proposed by project participants) and the target structures (determined using experimental means). All similarity metrics are based on geometric classification of the proposed system. Differences in the placement of each atom enable determination of prediction accuracy [2] . Progressive evolution of similarity metrics can be tracked by reviewing introductory publications which accompany each edition of CASP [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] .
Following superimposition of model and target folds, the distances between the positions of individual atoms serve as input for model accuracy assessment. This step involves various metrics which measure local as well as global similarity.
Consequently, an important part of the CASP challenge is to validate the similarity assessment methods themselves.
While the predicted conformation of selected fragments may be perfectly accurate, these fragments may nevertheless be misaligned with the remainder of the molecule [27] . In such cases − as mentioned above − special algorithms are applied to assess local and global similarity. No universal similarity assessment algorithm exists − instead, many competing algorithms are proposed, each suited to a range of potential applications.
As already indicated, CASP is also interested in new algorithms and methods of comparing models with targets. This work proposes a method based on the similarity of hydrophobic cores in input structures. Our approach appears promising for the following reasons:
1. It supports a holistic assessment of the protein molecule since the hydrophobic core is an emergent property which depends on the spatial location of all residues.
2. It hints upon the location of biologically active sites within the protein body.
3. It acknowledges the influence of the aqueous environment, which is a critical aspect in protein folding studies. The fuzzy oil drop (FOD) model, which will be explained in the next section, can be used to predict various properties of the target protein, such as its solubility.
The novelty of applying the fuzzy oil drop model in the presented study hinges upon the fact that − rather than focusing on pair-wise interactions between individual atoms − our approach enables global assessment of the protein structure, factoring in the contribution of all residues to the emergent hydrophobic core.
The focus of our analysis is an arbitrarily selected target from the CASP11 challenge. Results of assessment using different methods published online [28] have been compared with the analysis of the hydrophobic core structure in the model structures submitted by participants. Our analysis focuses on publicly available models recognized as optimal by each team taking part in the project (labeled "_1"). Comparative analysis indicates generally good agreement of the FOD-based assessment results with the official metrics applied by CASP. In some cases, however, differing results have been obtained. Our goal is therefore to explain the reason for these differences. The structure of the hydrophobic core in native proteins seems to acknowledge aim-oriented deviations from the idealized hydrophobicity distribution as expressed by the fuzzy oil drop model. These local deviations very frequently correlate with the biological activity of the target protein.
Materials and methods

Structure prediction accuracy methods applied in the CASP project
Below we briefly summarize methods used to determine the similarity of models and target.
RMS_ALL expresses RMS-D of all atoms in the sequence-dependent LGA [29] superposition. RMS_CA is similar to the former taking RMS-D limited to positions of Cα atoms in the sequence-dependent LGA superposition. GDT_HA (Global Distance Test − High Accuracy) uses lower distance cutoffs than in GDT_TS: GDT_HA = (GDT_P 0.5 + GDT_P 1 + GDT_P 2 + GDT_P 4 )/4 where GDT_P n denotes the percentage of residues under distance cutoff < = nÅ.
GDT_TS
Next modified versions of GDT measure is GDC_SC (Global Distance Calculation − Side Chains) which uses a characteristic atom near the end of each side chain type (instead of Cα) for the evaluation of residue-residue distance deviations.
where k = 10 and GDC_P n denotes the percentage of residues under distance cutoff < = 0.5nÅ.
GDC_ALL (Global Distance Calculation − All) is similar to GDC_SC but applied to all atoms of a structure.
TM-score − This metric is designed to solve two major problems with traditional metrics: TM-score measures global fold similarity (and is less sensitive to local structural variations), and is length-independent. SphGr (Sphere Grid) − For every residue, the RMSD value is calculated for a set of atoms belonging to a sphere with a certain radius (6Å) centered on the Cα. The final score is the percentage of residues with RMSD under the cutoff (2Å).
QCS (Quality Control Score) [31] QCS is designed to mimic human assessment methods. In order to compute this score several factors are calculated:
• correct prediction of Secondary Structure Elements (SSE) measured by the length of SSEs;
• relative position of pairs of SSEs measured by the distances between representative points on the SSEs;
• relative angle between SSE pairs;
• distances between the Cα atoms in the key contacts between SSEs;
• handedness of SSE triplets;
• aggregate Cα Contact Score (used in CASP5 and CASP9).
Dali − Several measurements of similarity (RMS-D, Z-Score, Aligned Residues, raw Dali) based on a publicly available software tool Dali [32] . RMS-D is computed for the subset of Cα atoms from the model that correspond to the residues from target structure or a subdomain in the sequence-independent LGA superposition. LDDT is computed by comparing inter-atomic interactions in models and targets [33] . Recall (TP / (TP + FN)), Precision (TP / (TP + FP)) and F2-measure are calculated accordingly.
CAD-score (CAD_AA and CAD_SS) [34] evaluates protein models against the target structure by quantifying differences between contact areas. Contact areas are derived by applying Voronoi tessellation to protein structure. CAD_AA takes into account all atoms whereas CAD_SS calculates only side chain atoms.
Molprobity Score (MolPrb_Score) [ Where:
Rot-out (Rotamer Outliers Score) is the percentage of side chain conformations classified as rotamer outliers, from those side chains that can be evaluated.
Ram-fv (Ramachandran Favored Score) is the percentage of backbone Ramachandran conformations in the favored region.
Clash-Score (Clash Score) is the number of all-atom steric overlaps > 0.4 Å per 1000 atoms.
Lower Molprobity Scores correspond to better models. Models with a cumulative Molprobity Score below 4.0 can be considered stereochemically acceptable.
AL0_P expresses percentage of residues correctly aligned in the model based on the LGA sequence independent superposition generated with a 4Å distance cutoff.
A model residue is considered correctly aligned if the Cα atom falls within 3.8Å of the corresponding experimental atom, and there is no other experimental structure Cα atom nearer.
AL4_P expresses percentage of residues that can be correctly aligned with allowance for 1-4 residue shift based on the LGA sequence independent superposition generated with a 4Å distance cutoff. A model residue is considered correctly aligned if the Cα atom falls within 3.8Å of the corresponding experimental atom.
LGA_S [29] can be defined as a combination of RMSD-based and distance-based methods, thus it not only calculates a "best" superposition between two proteins (meaning "under certain RMSD and distance cutoffs"), but also identifies regions of local similarity between input structures. For a given value of w (0.0 ≤ w ≤ 1.0), representing the weighting factor:
LGA_S = w * S(GDT) + (1−w) * S(LCS), where S(F) is defined as follows, assuming that in the structure alignment search procedure we have k generated lists of equivalent residues: FlexE distinguishes biologically relevant conformational changes from random changes via incorporation of the thermal energy concept which expresses the degree of dissimilarity between dynamic forms. The assessment results published in [28] contain also methods derived from the above metrics used to judge the relative quality of prediction models for a particular CASP target:
RANK expresses the rank of the prediction among all predictions submitted for a given target according to the GDT_TS score.
Z-MA score group Z-MAs-GDT shows the relative quality of the model among all models submitted for a given target by server groups (based on the GDT_TS score). This metric is applicable to server groups only. Z-M1-GDT is the form of Z-score showing the relative quality of the model among the first models submitted for a given target by both human and server groups (based on the GDT_TS score).
This metric is applicable to No. 1 models only. Z-M1s-GDT shows the relative quality of the model among the first models submitted for a given target by server groups (based on the GDT_TS score). This metric is applicable to No.1 models and server groups only. Z-M1s-AL0_p is the form of Z-score showing the relative quality of the model among the first models submitted for a given target by server groups (based on the AL0_P score). This metric is applicable to No. 1 models only.
Z-MA-AL0_p is the next modification of Z-score showing the relative quality of the model among the all models submitted for a given target by both human and server groups (based on the AL0_P score).
The object of our analysis is the arbitrarily selected 2MQC target [36] which is referred to as T0857 in CASP11 nomenclature. The analysis concerns models labeled "_1" found in [28] . Comparison of model assessment methods is also derived from this source.
2.2.
The fuzzy oil drop model as a means of describing the structure of the hydrophobic core
The fuzzy oil drop model, used here to evaluate structural comparison algorithms, is a modification of Kauzmann's original oil drop model [37] which introduced a discretized description of hydrophobicity states in a folded protein − a highly hydrophobic core encapsulated by a hydrophilic shell. The model asserts that hydrophobic residues migrate towards the center of the protein body while
hydrophilic residues are exposed on its surface ( Fig. 1 ), ensuring entropically optimal interaction with the surrounding aqueous environment. The fuzzy oil drop model replaces this discrete distribution with a continuous one ( Fig. 1 ). Hydrophobicity density is assumed to peak at the center of the protein body and then decrease along with distance from the center, reaching near-zero values on the surface.
The continuous distribution can be mathematically expressed by a 3D Gaussian, which is a symmetrical function peaking at the center of the coordinate system (regarded as an input parameter). Values of the Gaussian decrease along with distance from the center, reaching near 0 at a distance equal to 3σ, where σ is referred to as standard deviation. The greater the value of σ, the "flatter" the corresponding bell curve. Its properties are adjusted separately for each of the three principal directions (x, y, z) so that the resulting form fully encapsulates the 3D protein body. Similar values of σ x , σ y and σ z produce a near-spherical capsule while large differences between these coefficients result in elongated shapes.
The globular protein molecule is placed inside the capsule so that its geometric center coincides with the origin of the coordinate system (with X = Y = Z = 0) while lines connecting the center with the most distal atoms in each principal direction are aligned with coordinate system axes (X, Y and Z). Consequently, the molecule can be with a discrete distribution of hydrophobicity density. Hydrophobicity is assumed to be high in the central part of the molecule (dark grey) and low in the outer shell (white). Right − "fuzzy oil drop" with a continuous distribution of hydrophobicity density (as indicated by shades of grey). Below: discrete and continuous representation of the residues status. The figure intentionally mirrors Fig. 2 . from [38] to underscore the evolution of theoretical models describing the structure of the hydrophobic core.
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described by a Gaussian whose dimensions are taken as 3σ, 3σ y and 3σ z , with each σ coefficient computed as 1/3 of the distance between the center and the most distal atom along each axis. The Gaussian yields hydrophobicity density values at arbitrary points within the protein body. According to the three-sigma rule 99.99% of the function's integral is confined to a range of ±3σ − we can therefore assume that our capsule fully contains the folded protein ( Fig. 2A and B ).
Describing the volume of the protein molecule in terms of a 3D Gaussian carries a number of consequences. In particular, we are now able to calculate the hydrophobicity density at any point within the protein body. These values reflect the "idealized" (or "theoretical") hydrophobicity density distribution which peaks at the exact center of the ellipsoid. The specific form of the Gaussian used in our study is as follows:
Ht j is the theoretical hydrophobicity density (hence the t designation) at the jth point in the protein body. x; y; z correspond to the peak of the Gaussian in each of the three principal directions, while σ x ; σ y ; σ z denote the range of arguments for each coordinate system axis. These coefficients are selected in such a way that more than 99% of the Gaussian's integral is confined to a range of x ± 3σ x .
Accordingly, values of the distribution can be assumed to equal 0 beyond this range.
If the molecule is placed inside a capsule whose dimensions are given by x ± 3σ x ; y ± 3σ y ; z ± 3σ z , the values of the 3D Gaussian determine the idealized Ht j values reflect the expected hydrophobicity density which should correspond to each amino acid j-th in order for the hydrophobic core to match theoretical predictions with perfect accuracy (with all hydrophobic residues internalized and all hydrophilic residues exposed on the protein's surface). The closer to the surface the lower the expected hydrophobicity density.
While values of the 3D Gaussian can be computed for any point within the "capsule". in practice the only points of interest are those which correspond to effective atoms representing each amino acid side chain. Having calculated values of H t for each effective atom we can add them all up and perform normalization by Article No~e00235 hydrophobicity density which should correspond to each side chain under the assumption that the protein as a whole is a perfect match for theoretical predictions (i.e. its hydrophobicity density is a perfect bell curve described by the Gaussian and peaking at the center of the molecule).
Actual distribution depends on the placement of residues within the protein body, on their intrinsic hydrophobicity (which can be expressed using a variety of scales − in our research we apply the scale proposed in [39] ), as well as on interactions with neighboring residues. The resulting distribution may therefore deviate from the idealized 3D Gaussian form.
In order to calculate the actual distribution of hydrophobicity density under the fuzzy oil drop model we apply Levitt's function described in [40] . Each residue interacts with its neighbors and thereby "reflects" the hydrophobicity density which characterizes its immediate neighborhood. Levitt's function is given as:
N is the number of amino acids in the protein. H r i ; H r j expresses the hydrophobicity parameter of the i-th and j-th residues while r ij expresses the distance between two interacting residues (j-th effective atom and i-th effective atom). The c expresses the cutoff distance for hydrophobic interactions, which is taken as 9.0 Å (following [40] ). Observed hydrophobicity density values Ho j are calculated for the positions of effective atoms, i.e. geometric centers of each side chain.
The Ho sum coefficient, representing the aggregate sum of all components, is needed to normalize the distribution which, in turn, enables meaningful comparisons between the observed and theoretical hydrophobicity density distributions. Fig. 3 represents the status of improperly localized residues in discrete model (Fig. 3 -top left) and continuous model (Fig. 3 -top right) . Corresponding graphs below ( Fig. 3 -bottom) illustrate differences between theoretical (T) and observed (O) hydrophobicity distribution.
The fuzzy oil drop introduces an additional quantitative measure of the agreement between theoretical and observed distributions. This measure bases on KullbackLeibler's divergence entropy formula [41] : due to fragment 1-6 while fragment 7-10 may be responsible for local stabilization in the sense of fuzzy oil drop model (ordered hydrophobic core in this area).
RD values may be calculated for arbitrary fragments of the polypeptide chain, including individual secondary folds, fragments involved in protein-protein complexation or intrinsically disordered fragments [42] . As such, the fuzzy oil drop model can be used to identify active sites, including ligand binding pockets and complexation sites (represented by local hydrophobicity deficiencies and local hydrophobicity excesses respectively) [43, 44] .
In summary − the fuzzy oil drop model provides the following:
1. Mathematical formulation of the idealized hydrophobicity density distribution with a 3D Gaussian.
a. A way to insert the protein molecule into a suitable capsule which is described by the Gaussian parameters (T).
b. An algorithm for computing the corresponding theoretical (idealized) hydrophobicity density distribution. 2. Formal expression of the observed hydrophobicity density distribution using Levitt's function (O). fragments of the polypeptide chain where disagreement between both profiles is particularly acute.
In order to illustrate how the RD parameter is interpreted. Fig. 4 depicts the relationship between T (left), R (right) and O (center). For the sake of clarity, the diagrams have been reduced to a single dimension. The computed value of RD for the observed distribution indicates good agreement with the theoretical distribution.
For the purposes of the analysis presented in this paper we have performed the following calculations:
• RD parameters expressing the agreement/disagreement between the observed and idealized distributions. The value of RD represents the similarity between the structure of the hydrophobic core in a given protein and the corresponding "idealized" core. RD values have also been computed for the published structures of each target protein.
• D KL − the Kullback-Leibler entropy value enables comparative analysis, as all structures under consideration consist of an identical number of amino acids. A characteristic property of computations presented in this paper is that the "reference" distribution is not the ideal 3D Gaussian but rather the structure of an actual protein (2MQC (residues 6-101 as it is limited for CASP target) which is the target for prediction algorithms. D KL has also been computed separately for T and O distributions, according to the following formulae: to the three-sigma rule, the range between 0+3σ and 0-3σ covers more than 99% of the entire probability expressed by the Gaussian − hence a range of −4 to +4 is plotted. The bottom axis shows the full range of the RD coefficient − from 0 (perfect Gaussian) to 1 (uniform distribution, with no concentration of hydrophobicity at any point in the protein body).
Here, distributions tagged with an asterisk represent hydrophobicity density (both theoretical and observed) in the target molecule (2MQC), which is used as a reference for all model structures. In other words, T|T* expresses the distance between the theoretical distribution in the model versus the one present in the target, while O|O* expresses the corresponding distance between the observed distributions. The greater the value of T|T* and/or O|O* the lower the similarity between the predicted structure and the target structure (2MQC). Values of T|T* and O|O*, calculated for different models, can be compared directly since the length of the polypeptide chain in all model structures is equal.
The comparable analysis in the system T|T* and O|O* can be performed only for polypeptide chains of equal length. The interpretation of the T|T* and O|O* values is possible only in relative system. This is why the only final analysis is in form of ranking list. In this case no threshold value is necessary. The window size must be the same in both compared proteins however the number of residues is the choice of the user.
The sensitivity test for fuzzy oil drop model as the tool to recognize the similarity of proteins was presented exhaustively [45] where the different methods were compared using ROC curves comparative analysis.
The intention of this paper is not to present the method better than the ones used by CASP. The aim is to present the alternative form of comparison. According to fuzzy oil drop model the local discordance versus the idealized distribution may be related to proteins biological function. Thus if specific local discordance is not present it may produce important consequences in the biological activity of the protein. The criterion for structural similarity in CASP does not take the prediction of biological activity. However if special form of cavity is necessary for (for example) ligand binding, the structural similarity with the absence of cavity in one protein reflects its structural failure.
Results
Parameterizing the accuracy of hydrophobic core status prediction in input models
The RD parameter expresses the distance between the observed distribution and the expected distribution, thus reflecting the accuracy of prediction. Values close to RD computed for the target protein suggest a similar degree of deformations in the hydrophobic core (Table 1) Article No~e00235 In the following models the computed degree of hydrophobic core deformations closely corresponds to actual values observed for following models of 2MQC:
073_1, 228_1, 237_1, 335_1, 410_1 and 414_1.
The RD parameter alone is not, however, a sufficient measure of structural similarity since it does not acknowledge the specific nature of local deformations.
For the reasons stated above we have computed the distance between the theoretical distributions in each model protein versus the target protein (T0857).
The resulting values are denoted T|T*. Low values indicate good correspondence between theoretical distributions. O|O* represents the distance between the observed distribution in the model and in the target. The relation between FOD ranking and CASP ranking is shown in Fig. 5 , with outlying points subjected to more detailed analysis.
The correlation coefficients calculated for CASP and FOD rankings (O|O* and T| T*) are 0.642 and 0.537 respectively. Disregarding outliers (highlighted in Fig. 5 and discussed later on in this paper) improves these values to 0.828 and 0.658, respectively.
Both scales recognize model 454_1 as the most accurate. This means that − in addition to geometric similarity − the structure predicted by 454_1 is also a good match for the target in terms of hydrophobic core properties, including local deformations. Fig. 6A illustrates structural similarity between both theoretical profiles, with only the N-terminal fragment (up to residue 30) seen as slightly discordant. The greatest discordance is observed for residues 14 and 15 -in the target structure they are exposed on the surface, while the model expects them to belong to the highly hydrophobic internal core. No other residues deviate from the target profile to a fundamental degree.
The observed distribution profiles ( [ ( F i g . _ 6 ) T D $ F I G ] 
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Results obtained for the 156_1 model differ substantially from those reported by CASP. Due to similarities in the structure of its hydrophobic core, this protein ranks far higher in the FOD classification than on the CASP list.
Comparative analysis of similarity scales
The CASP similarity scales summarized in the introductory session exhibit a variable degree of consistency with the FOD model. Table 2 lists scales for which the correlation coefficient is either greater than 0.5 or lower than -0.5. [ ( F i g . _ 7 ) T D $ F I G ] Significant deviations from the target are seen in the observed distribution of the 251_1 model (Fig. 8B) . Much like in the previous case, the N-terminal fragment is quite discordant. The remainder of the molecule also diverges from the target to a greater degree than in the case of 454_1 and 156_1 (Fig. 8A ).
Putative biological function of the target protein (2MQC)
The biological function of the target protein, labeled 2MQC, is unknown, PDB classifies it as "structural genomics − unknown function". 2MQC is a β-structural protein consisting of 10 β-folds. Three of these form a separate β-sheet (called Beta I in the presented study). The protein also contains a sandwich-type structure consisting of two additional β-sheets (Beta II − 4 folds and Beta III − 3 folds).
The computed RD value for this protein is 0.466 which suggests the presence of a fairly prominent hydrophobic core, although individual β-folds exhibit variable status with respect to the FOD model. Beta II and Beta III generally agree with FOD predictions, as does the entire sandwich structure. Based on to-date observations, only the discordant Beta I fragment can be suspected of mediating interactions with external molecules, including − potentially − complexation partners.
The varied status of individual fragments of the 2MQC chain makes this protein a good study subject when assessing the quality of structure prediction algorithms (Table 3) .
While Beta II as a whole is consistent with the idealized hydrophobic core model, some of its fragments show local discordance (see for example the fragments at 18-22, 50-56 and 93-98). Since we assume that local deformations in the hydrophobic core structure are associated with the protein's biological function, accurate recreation of the hydrophobic core structure is desirable in any folding simulation algorithm, and it also provides a convenient criterion of model accuracy.
The profiles shown in Fig. 9 reveal the expected and observed hydrophobicity density. Locally discordant fragments of β-structural units have been highlighted.
Model 454_1, which is recognized as the best match for the target structure, does not accurately reflect deviations in the structure of the hydrophobic core. Its supersecondary structural units (called Beta II and Beta III) are quite closely aligned with theoretical profiles; however the status of individual β-folds differs from expectations. Additionally, the RD value calculated for the protein as a whole indicates a more significant departure from the expected distribution than is actually the case.
The putative biological function of 2MQC, which can be deduced from the presence of local discordances, may involve interaction with a hydrophobic ligand in the area of fragments 8-12 and 45-49, where low hydrophobicity density would be expected. Since these fragments are exposed on the surface − despite their rather high hydrophobicity − they may play a role in attracting hydrophobic ligands or other proteins. On the other hand, the fragments at 18-22, 37-42, 45-49 [ ( F i g . _ 9 ) T D $ F I G ] It seems evident that re-creation of the hydrophobic core structure is important from the point of view of evaluating similarity of selected models versus the final product of the folding process (the 3D structure of the protein as it occurs in the natural environment). If the above interpretation is correct, models should be assessed in terms of their predictive accuracy vis a vis the expected hydrophobic core structure. Fig. 11 illustrates deviations from this principle (compare with 
Conclusions and discussion
Each protein molecule is assumed to be synthesized by the cell in order to fulfill a specific biological function. The hydrophobic core − a crucial factor in tertiary structural stabilization − can be found in most proteins. This phenomenon is directly linked to the presence of the water environment in which most proteins are naturally immersed (although membrane proteins are an important exception to this rule). An "ideal" hydrophobic core, represented by a hydrophobicity density distribution profile which matches theoretical values with near-perfect accuracy, would result in excellent solubility, with the entire surface layer of the protein composed of hydrophilic residues. Such conditions can be observed e.g. in antifreeze proteins which must remain soluble but do not directly interact with other molecules [46] . In enzymes, however, local deviations from the idealized profile are expected, and indeed evidenced by our to-date work [42 -page 114, 44 -page 85]. In most cases, elimination of residues engaged in enzymatic activity significantly reduces the value of RD (often to less than 0.5). This suggests that local deformations in the neighbourhood of catalytic residues seem to be intentional and aim-oriented [46] . Regardless of the specific nature of local deformations, their presence appears fundamentally important to the proteins' biological function. Expanding the existing accuracy criteria with aspects of the fuzzy oil drop model may help acknowledge the impact of the water environment upon the folding process. The structure of the hydrophobic core, emerging as a result of an external force field acting upon the polypeptide chain, is a global phenomenon which cannot be accurately modeled on the level of pairwise atomatom interactions.
The fuzzy oil drop model can be applied to identify deviations from the idealized structure represented by a 3D Gaussian. We assume that the act of binding a ligand − especially one which docks deep in the protein − requires certain distortions in the core. These distortions render the protein capable of fulfilling its biological role (binding ligands or forming complexes with other proteins) in a specific and targeted fashion.
For the reasons stated above, similarity criteria based on the positions of individual atoms or pairwise interactions between atoms should be expanded with comparative analysis of the protein's hydrophobic core, requiring correct positioning of all residues which comprise the input chain. The structure of the core, expressed by its observed hydrophobicity density distribution profile, can then be studied to identify local deviations (deficiencies/excesses) from the idealized 3D Gaussian form. This type of analysis has been performed for an arbitrarily selected protein from the CASP11 challenge (T0857). We compared the existing similarity criteria with our proposed FOD method using a set of several distinct models. Following elimination of outliers, the correlation coefficient between CASP and FOD algorithms was 0.828, which indicates that − rather than completely contradicting the official ranking − the FOD method can be treated as an iterative improvement over existing approaches. Note that the presented analysis was restricted to _1 models.
An interesting aspect of the CASP challenge which touches upon the subject of this paper is that participants are generally not informed of any ligands attracted by the target protein − rather, the organizers provide only a rudimentary set of input data, such as the source organism, presence of disulfide bonds etc. One exception to this rule occurred when the structure of the target was so strongly dominated by its ligand that the official description mentioned this fact [10] . It seems that the fuzzy oil drop model may provide clues regarding the potential biological activity of the submitted models, as well as of the target.
The final item on the list of 12 goals of CASP11 states: "Where can future effort be most productively focused?" [47] . In our view, acknowledging the presence of the aqueous environment in structure prediction algorithms helps explain the directed nature of the folding process while also highlighting deviations from the theoretical model which hint upon the potential biological function of target proteins. We believe this phenomenon merits further study.
One of the important open questions in modern protein research can be summarized as follows [48] : "We do not understand why a cellular proteome does not precipitate, despite the high density inside a cell." We hope that the analysis of the hydrophobic core as defined by the fuzzy oil drop model, i.e.
factoring in the hydrophilic shell, may shed some light on this matter. Targeted exposure of hydrophobic residues on the protein surface seems to be a natural way to restrict and control protein complexation.
Recent advances in protein folding research point to the diffusion phenomenon [49] , treating solvent viscosity as a potential factor in the folding process; however no definitive theoretical models have yet been published.
Analysis of CASP11 results (July 2016) has provided fresh insight [50, 51] , even though model accuracy criteria are still based on existing parameters, such as GDT-TS [52, 53] . The proteins discussed in [54, 55] and characterized − on the basis of crystallographic assessment − as "atypical" provide a useful study group for the fuzzy oil drop model. One example is the monotreme lactation protein (MLP), where the role of the beta-hairpin exposed on the surface may be explained on the grounds of the FOD model. Similarly, the presence of two GLU residues in the interface zone of human vanin 1 is characterized as a local deviation from the theoretical distribution. In PilA1, the major Type IV pilin, the C-terminal fragment Article No~e00235 exhibits significant discordance versus the model, likely due to its low packing and elasticity. In summary, the Authors would like to point out that symbiotic collaboration between experimental structural biology and computational biology may benefit both disciplines. Indeed, the CASP community has recently reached out to CAPRI to facilitate joint studies into the function/structure relationship, acknowledging that proper identification of protein complexation and ligand binding sites may provide important clues regarding the protein's biological role [56, 57, 58, 59] . Application of the FOD model to p-p interfaces has revealed some new aspects of complex generation, including the presence of an independent "quasi-domain" comprised of fragments contributed by both chains participating in the complex [60] .
It should also be noted that existing model/target similarity criteria are increasingly being called into question − some new proposals in this regard can be found in [61] .
One shall underline that the aim of this paper is just presentation of alternative version of similarity measurements. The examples taken from CASP experiment are chosen as the base of correctly and not fully correctly folded proteins to show the applicability of the fuzzy oil drop model. Fuzzy oil drop model is conditioned by water environment for protein folding.
Surprisingly however the molecular dynamics simulation of membrane protein performed in external force field of the ellipsoid capsule appeared to be highly similar to the results obtained as the effect of traditional molecular dynamics simulation in water environment (box with individual water molecules defined explicitly) [62] . This observation proves that the presence of centric concentration of hydrophobic residues seems to universal rule.
The comparable analysis based on fuzzy oil drop model is specially useful for identification of the consequences of mutations introduced in protein molecule [63] .
Recently the application of fuzzy oil drop model was used to identify the specificity of amyloid forms [64] . It is shown that the substitution of central concentration of hydrophobicity by linear distribution of hydrophobicity in amyloid fibrils may be the potential mechanism for amyloidogenesis.
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